Timing of spring events changes under modelled future climate scenarios in a mesotrophic lake
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Abstract. Lakes experience shifts in the timing of processes as a result of climate warming, and especially relative changes in the timing of events may have important ecological consequences. Spring in particular is a period in which many key processes that regulate the ecology and biogeochemistry of lakes occur, and also a time which may experience significant changes under influence of global warming. In this study, we used a coupled catchment-lake model forced by future climate projections to evaluate changes in the timing of spring discharge, ice-off, the spring phytoplankton peak, and the onset of stratification, in a mesotrophic, temperate lake. All these events showed a clear trend towards earlier occurrence with climate warming, with ice cover tending to disappear at the end of the century in the most extreme climate scenario. Moreover, relative shifts in the timing of these springtime events also occurred, with the onset of stratification tending to advance slower than the other events, and the spring phytoplankton peak and ice-off advancing faster in the most extreme climate scenario. The outcomes of this study stress the impact of climate change on the phenology of processes in lakes and especially the relative shifts in timing during spring. This can have profound effects on food-web dynamics as well as other regulatory processes, and influence the lake for the remainder of the growing season.
1. Introduction

A changing timing of lake processes is one of the many consequences of climate change. Long-term changes in the timing of processes have been reported for, for instance, the onset and end of stratification (Woolway et al., 2021; Moras et al., 2019), the onset and end of ice cover (Sharma et al., 2019), lake metabolism (Ladwig et al., 2022), the spring phytoplankton bloom (Peeters et al., 2007a; Gronchi et al., 2021; Meis et al., 2009), the spring zooplankton peak (Straile, 2000; Anneville et al., 2002) and fish spawning (Jeppesen et al., 2012; Lyons et al., 2015). Such shifts in timing are highly relevant for lake ecosystem functioning, as they may lead to an altered duration of the growing season (Rouse et al., 1997), changed biogeochemical conditions during key biological events (Weyhenmeyer et al., 2013; Prowse and Brown, 2010), or a trophic mismatch in cases where the relative timing of multiple processes changes (Donnelly et al., 2011; but see Berger et al., 2014; Thackeray et al., 2010). Especially in spring, key events for the food web occur (Sommer et al., 2012) that may resonate for the remainder of the season (Straile, 2005), and observations and simulations suggest that, in general, there will be an earlier occurrence of springtime events in mid- to high-latitudes lakes with climate warming (e.g. Winder and Schindler, 2004; Woolway et al., 2021; Feldbauer et al., 2022). These changes can influence ecosystem functioning for the remainder of the growing season and thus represent a latent consequence of climate warming.

While there are several key metrics of ecosystem functioning at play during spring, previous studies have typically focused only on one or few of these. Hence, we do not know if the changes in the timing of these spring metrics are changing synchronically as a consequence of climate change. In this study, we investigated and compared changes of several key metrics during spring, namely the timing of ice-off, spring discharge, the spring phytoplankton bloom, and onset of stratification, in a mesotrophic lake in Sweden. These processes are all influenced by meteorological conditions, but they also influence each other. Break up of snow-covered or white ice strongly increases light penetration into the water (Weyhenmeyer et al., 2022), which is important both for phytoplankton growth and formation of thermal stratification. In catchments with snow cover, spring high flows are common due to snowmelt, and these may provide an important source of nutrients for the phytoplankton community (Hrycik et al., 2021). Lastly, following turbulent water conditions in deep lakes, the onset of stratification is often a prerequisite for the spring phytoplankton bloom (Huisman et al., 1999; Peeters et al.,
Despite this, these processes are rarely studied together in a single lake, and the separate projected trends in timing are seldom compared to each other within the same study site.

We used a coupled catchment-lake model framework to make future projections of the timing of these four processes and additionally to compare the projected trends between each of them. We hypothesised that all events would occur earlier in the year in a future, warmer climate, which is in line with previous studies, but also that relative changes in the timing of these events would occur. The latter expectation was partially due to the different processes driving each event, for example rain and air temperature would have the greatest importance in affecting snow and ice melt, while wind and temperature later in the season would affect the onset of stratification. Moreover, the effect of the strong seasonal cycle of solar radiation at the latitude of our study site would provide different physical constraints on phytoplankton, stratification, ice-off, and discharge. An earlier occurrence of spring events has several major consequences for lakes, but relative shifts could also result in previously unforeseen ecosystem effects, as ecological niches may close or open due to changing time windows.

The use of process-based models can provide a robust framework for future projections of the timing of these springtime events, and the numerical coupling of lakes to their catchment allows a more thorough evaluation of climate change impacts and environmental changes (Kong et al., 2022).

2. Material & Methods

2.1. Study site

Lake Erken is located in eastern Sweden (N 59.8°, E 18.6°) and has a mean depth of 9 m, a maximum depth of 21 m, and covers 24 km² (Fig. 1). It is considered mesotrophic, with a summer average Secchi depth of 4.2 m, a surface total phosphorus concentration of 21.9 mg/m³, and a surface chlorophyll concentration of 5.6 mg/m³. The catchment of the lake has a maximum elevation difference of around 50 m and is covered mostly by pine forest, interspersed by deciduous forest and farmland. Around 50% of the catchment is drained by a stream that enters the lake at its western end (Fig. 1) and the hydraulic retention time is around 7 years. Weather data were collected on an island in the lake and missing data were supplemented with nearby weather stations (Moras et al., 2019). Lake data were collected near the deepest point of the lake (Fig. 1) and all data are publicly available at the Sites Data Portal (2022).
2.2. Model framework and model performance

A coupled catchment-lake model setup was used to simulate catchment discharges, nutrient loads, and in-lake conditions under present and future conditions. SWAT+ is a catchment model that takes into account meteorological forcing and catchment characteristics, such as land use and soil type, to reproduce catchment hydrology (Bieger et al., 2017) and was used to simulate discharges into Lake Erken. Stream nutrient concentrations and temperatures were estimated statistically using LOADEST (Runkel et al., 2004; Runkel and De Cicco, 2017) and air2stream (Toffolon and Piccolroaz, 2015; Piccolroaz et al., 2018), respectively. The coupled GOTM-WET model was used to simulate lake physics and biogeochemistry. GOTM simulates one-dimensional lake physics based on meteorological and hydrological boundary conditions (Umlauf et al., 2005) and WET is a modular biogeochemical model that can simulate amongst others nutrient, phytoplankton, zooplankton, and fish dynamics (Schnedler-Meyer et al., 2022). The simulated food web composition for this study involved four phytoplankton groups (diatoms, cyanobacteria, green algae, and flagellates), one macrophyte group, and one zooplankton group. The models were calibrated using data collected locally as part of the Lake Erken monitoring program using the time period 2000-2015 (2007-2015 for inflow data), and the period 2016-2021 was used for model validation. The calibrated models were then run under future climate projections, where SWAT+ output was used as input into GOTM-WET. These future climate projections were based on five GCMs (General Circulation Models, models used: BCC-CSM2-MR, CanESM5, INM-CM5-0, MiroC6, MRI-ESM2-0) from CMIP6 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Eyring et al., 2016) and ran from 1985 until the end of the 21st century. Two socioeconomic pathways, SSP 2-45 and SSP 5-85 were used, corresponding to a future with moderate or no climate mitigation efforts, respectively. The period 1985-2014
was the same for both scenarios (historical period) and the two pathways diverged over the period 2015-2100. A full description of the different models, the coupling of the models and the employed calibration techniques, can be found in Jiménez-Navarro et al. (2023).

A comparison between simulated and observed inflow and lake data, spanning 2000-2021 for most variables, confirmed that the models reproduced the dynamics of the system with reasonable accuracy (see Jiménez-Navarro et al., 2023). Discharge, lake temperature and oxygen concentrations were simulated well, with $R^2$ values over 0.6, whereas nutrient and chlorophyll were more uncertain ($R^2$ values between 0.1 and 0.6 for $NH_4$, $NO_3$, $PO_4$, and chlorophyll), although the model still reproduced convincing seasonal cycles (for a more detailed assessment of model performance, see S1 and Jiménez-Navarro et al. (2023)). As such, we took the calibrated SWAT+-GOTM-WET model framework as an acceptable representation of the ecosystem and used it as a basis to look at springtime phenology. Here, we provided a separate assessment of the model’s reproduction of the springtime phenology in the Results section.

2.3. Springtime events and other lake variables

Four different springtime events were considered in this study: ice-off, date of 50% cumulative spring discharge, the spring phytoplankton bloom, and stratification onset.

Ice-off dates in the lake were recorded when the majority of the lake had thawed. The GOTM-WET model contained an ice module, but because snow was not considered, ice-on dates were typically accurate (mean absolute error 10 days, mean error -4 days), but ice-off dates were simulated consistently too early (mean absolute error 22 days, mean error -22 days, using the GOTM ice module). We therefore instead used a threshold of surface water temperature to decide the day of modelled ice-off. Multiple thresholds were tested with intervals of 0.5 °C and we settled on 2 °C, which showed the lowest bias. The first day the modelled surface water temperature passed this threshold was set to be the day of ice-off. The date of ice-off was set to the day of the year with lowest surface water temperature in case no ice was simulated, which was necessary to account for ice-free years under future climate simulations.

The date of 50% cumulative spring discharge was chosen as indicator of the timing of spring snowmelt runoff. We followed an identical approach to Hrycik et al. (2021), where discharge was summed between January 1 and May 31, and the day that the cumulative runoff passed 50% of the total was calculated.
A peak of chlorophyll was used as indication for the spring phytoplankton bloom. In most years, a single spring peak in chlorophyll was visible in the observed data in spring, but in several years, there were similar, separate peaks, necessitating a different approach than simply choosing the date of the highest peak, as we wanted to assess the timing of first spring peak. Instead, we first determined the highest chlorophyll peak in the period January-May, and in the case of multiple peaks then took the first peak that had at least 90% of the chlorophyll of the highest peak. Although we applied this method to both the simulated and observed data, it should be noted that observed chlorophyll data were available at roughly weekly intervals during the spring period. Therefore, there was an uncertainty in the timing of the observed peak of about 1 week, in addition to the possibility of missing a short-lived bloom.

Onset of summer thermal stratification was taken as the day that a density difference between the surface and bottom of more than 0.1 kg/m³ formed (Wilson et al., 2020), at a surface water temperature above 4 °C, for at least seven consecutive days.

In addition to these springtime events, several other variables were calculated, that could shed light on the reason behind the simulated trends. These were the chlorophyll concentration during the spring peak, the cumulative discharge in spring (January-May), the average ice thickness during ice cover, the average strength of stratification (Schmidt stability, Schmidt, 1928; calculated with the R package “rLakeAnalyzer”, Winslow et al., 2019) and mixed layer depth during the stratified period (using a density difference of 0.1 kg/m³ from the surface, following Wilson et al., 2020). Moreover, the end of stratification was calculated in the same way as its onset, and onset of ice cover was based on the GOTM ice module. Finally, the total number of stratified or ice-covered days per year was evaluated as well.

2.4. Trend estimation

The timing of the springtime events and the other variables were calculated for each year in the climate scenarios and determined for each GCM separately. Following this, the results from the GCMs were averaged and a Mann-Kendall test was done to estimate trends over time, expressed as Sen’s slope, using the R package “modifiedmk” (Patakamuri and O’Brien, 2021). An intercept was estimated in addition to the Sen’s slope, following Helsel et al. (2020); this intercept refers to the value at the start of the simulation in 1985. For the cross-comparison of the timing of springtime events, Mann-
Kendall tests were additionally done for the trends in timing relative to other springtime events (e.g. the number of days the spring chlorophyll peak occurred before the onset of stratification).

All analyses were done in R version 4.1.3 (R Core Team, 2022).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Model performance

In most years, the timing of the spring events was simulated closely to observations (70% of the events within 10 days of observed) and showed little bias (mean error < 5 days) (Fig. 2). However, only 29 - 47% of the variation was explained by the model, which was largely due to several years showing large discrepancies between observed and modelled results (Fig. 2). We investigated all events that were missed by more than 14 days, to discern whether this would invalidate the use of our model under future conditions (see S2). Upon this further inspection, we concluded that for the five badly simulated years for discharge and chlorophyll, the model did indeed not capture the dynamics of the lake or catchment. However, for ice-off, poor fits were rather caused by the method of determining the date of ice-off, as the well-simulated surface water temperature (see S1) was not always a useful predictor of the date of ice-off. Similarly, for onset of stratification, sometimes a temporary period of stratification was identified as onset in the simulation, whereas in the observations a following period was taken as onset, despite bottom-top density difference being simulated accurately by the model. Since the simulation provided good results in the majority of the years and the metrics only occasionally gave false impressions, we concluded that the method would overall give reliable estimates under future climate scenarios. Moreover, the lack of bias indicates that the model can provide the average timing of spring events under prevailing atmospheric conditions, even though year-to-year variability may be missed.
Figure 2. Simulated (red) and observed (black) timing of ice-off, 50% cumulative spring runoff, spring chlorophyll peak, and onset of stratification. The years are on the y-axis, and the difference in timing is shown by a dashed line. The units on the x-axis are in day-of-year (DOY). The light grey area indicates the validation period. Purple squares denote the years that were fitted badly (> 14 days error) and that are further investigated in S2.

3.2. Trends over time under climate scenarios

The duration of stratification increased (1.95 and 3.27 more stratified days per decade for SSP 2-45 and 5-85, respectively, Table 1), as did the strength of stratification, expressed as Schmidt stability (6.35 and 10.49 J/m²/decade, Table 1). The mixed layer depth showed a tendency to shoal slightly (-0.02 and -0.06 m/decade, Table 1). The magnitude of the spring chlorophyll peak decreased, by 0.37 (SSP 2-45) and 0.35 (SSP 5-85) mg/m³/decade, while the cumulative spring discharge increased (3.05·10⁵ and 4.65·10⁵ m³/decade for SSPs 2-45 and 5-85, Table 1). Winter conditions became less severe, as the number of days with ice cover decreased (-5.68 and -7.02 days/decade, Table 1) and average ice thickness decreased by 0.0012 and 0.014 m/decade. The percentage of ice-free winters increased from 3% in the first 30 years of the simulation to


38% under SSP 2-45 or 70% under SSP 5-85 at the end of the century, though the results varied strongly between the different GCMs (between 43% and 97% for the SSP 5-85 scenario).

Table 1. Results of Mann-Kendall trend tests for trends during the future climate scenarios. DOY stands for day-of-the-year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>SSP 2-45 Sen’s slope (/decade)</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>SSP 5-85 Sen’s slope (/decade)</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chlorophyll peak date</td>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-2.45</td>
<td>109.22</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-3.71</td>
<td>112.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak spring chlorophyll</td>
<td>mg/m³</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>14.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% spring discharge date</td>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-2.21</td>
<td>77.61</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
<td>73.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative spring discharge</td>
<td>m³</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>3.05-10³</td>
<td>8.69-10⁶</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>4.65-10³</td>
<td>8.39-10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice-off date</td>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>105.93</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>107.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice-on date</td>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>105.93</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>107.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of days with ice</td>
<td>days</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-5.68</td>
<td>73.34</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-7.02</td>
<td>67.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ice thickness</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratification onset</td>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>140.94</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>141.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of stratification</td>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>261.73</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>260.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stratified days</td>
<td>days</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>121.87</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>118.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Schmidt stability during stratification</td>
<td>J/m²</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>175.19</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>163.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mixed layer depth during stratification</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Spring events timing

The investigated spring events were without exception projected to occur earlier in the year, with stronger changes predicted for SSP 5-85 compared to SSP 2-45 (Fig. 3). Although there was substantial variation between the different GCMs, the negative Sen’s slope was significant for all variables and climate scenarios (Table 1). However, the magnitude of the projected slope was different between the investigated variables, with for example the trend in chlorophyll peak advancing
roughly twice as fast as the trend in onset of stratification. A cross-comparison of the relative trends revealed that some timings of spring events indeed significantly changed relative to each other (Fig. 4). More specifically, the rate of change of the onset of stratification was slower than that of other events, while for the SSP 5-85 climate scenario, the advance of the spring chlorophyll peak and ice-off were faster than that of other two events.

Figure 3. Projected timings of spring events for 1985-2100, with the upper row showing the projections for SSP 2-45 and the lower row for SSP 5-85. Results for all GCMs are plotted here. The black line indicates the fit of the Mann-Kendall trend test on the ensemble mean (details of the Mann-Kendall test results can be found in Table 1).
Figure 4. Sen’s slopes (days/decade) of timings of spring events relative to the other spring events. The colour scale indicates Sen’s slope of the day-of-the-year of the event on the y-axis relative to the timing of the corresponding event on the x-axis. A positive slope therefore means that the variable on the x-axis advanced to earlier dates faster than the variable on the y-axis. Crosses indicate a significant difference from 0 (Mann-Kendall test, p-value < 0.05). For the exact values of the slopes and the p-values, see S3.

4. Discussion

Each of the investigated spring events was projected by the model simulations to occur earlier in the year. As air temperatures in our climate scenarios were rising (Jiménez-Navarro et al., 2023), the earlier occurrence of ice-off and stratification onset was unsurprising and the rates of change were indeed in line with previous studies (Woolway et al., 2021; Magee and Wu, 2017; Shatwell et al., 2019; Feldbauer et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022). Under SSP 5-85, ice cover is projected to largely disappear in Lake Erken at the end of the century. Together with the shifting precipitation and runoff patterns, this will mean a complete transformation of the lake’s winter conditions, with both societal and ecological relevance (Cavaliere et al., 2021; Knoll et al., 2019). Regarding the earlier discharge, the Lake Erken catchment is commonly snow-covered in winter, and future increasing air temperatures lead to earlier snowmelt and a concurrent discharge peak, a process common at high latitudes (Hrycik et al., 2021). Moreover, the future climate scenarios suggested that an increase in precipitation will
occur during winter for the location of Lake Erken (Jiménez-Navarro et al., 2023), but projections of such precipitation patterns in future climate vary geographically (e.g. IPCC, 2021). As such, the earlier occurrence of spring discharge should be viewed as a phenomenon linked to areas where the accumulation of snow has an important effect on the regional hydrology and where winter precipitation is predicted to increase. Lastly, the earlier occurrence of the spring chlorophyll peak with climate change could be due to a combination of factors. Earlier ice-off promotes an earlier onset of phytoplankton growth, if light obstruction by ice is the main limiting factor for growth (Gronchi et al., 2021). Earlier spring discharge into Lake Erken also provides an earlier supply of nutrients, but in this lake, the majority of spring discharge occurs prior to ice-off and the spring chlorophyll peak. In Lake Erken, the spring chlorophyll peak tends to occur prior to onset of stratification, an order of events which is commonly reversed in deeper lakes where stratification is required to overcome light limitation (Huisman et al., 1999; Gronchi et al., 2021). Altogether, the earlier chlorophyll peak therefore seems to be mostly attributable to the increased availability of light due to earlier ice-off, causing growth to commence earlier. The peak of the spring chlorophyll bloom (i.e. the end of net growth) in the model seemed to have been dictated mostly by nutrient limitation, as nutrient concentrations reached low concentrations around the time of the simulated peak, with a potential shift to more light limitation at the end of the century (see S4). The role of zooplankton grazing was predicted to increase under future climate projections as well, although a clear link between simulated spring chlorophyll and zooplankton concentrations was not observed (see S5), leading to nutrient and light limitation as the major determinants of the spring chlorophyll peak in the model.

The absolute changes in the timing of spring events were comparable to findings in other studies, but relative changes (other than phytoplankton-zooplankton dynamics) have received much less attention in the scientific literature, despite their potential impact on lake ecosystem functioning. One of the few studies to look at relative changes, Meis et al. (2009) found no effects of timings of ice-off and stratification on phytoplankton spring phenology, but rather a secondary effect of temperature on the dominant phytoplankton species. Earlier onset of stratification is a well-known consequence of climate warming (Woolway et al., 2021), but our findings suggest that other events in spring will advance at an even higher rate in our study lake. This leads to an increased gap between onset of stratification and the three other events evaluated here. Such a differential effect on lake processes can lead to marked changes in lake dynamics, potentially affecting food web dynamics.
(e.g. Thackeray et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2016). In the SSP 5-85 scenario, the rate of an earlier spring chlorophyll peak and an earlier ice-off exceeded that of the two other spring events. The similar trend of ice-off and the spring chlorophyll peak is in line with findings by Gronchi et al. (2021), who postulated that the onset of the spring bloom in lakes like Lake Erken (i.e. light-limited, but phytoplankton growth not reliant on stratification) is either dependent on ice-off or the seasonal increase in solar radiation. The former option would suggest that the trend in the onset of the spring bloom follows that of ice-off, whereas the latter option implies only a weak response to climate warming. Although Gronchi et al. (2021) looked at the onset of the growth, whereas we looked the peak of the spring phytoplankton bloom, the similar trend in our study would confirm ice-off as main determinant for the timing of the spring chlorophyll peak. The timing of the spring bloom in Lake Erken indeed tended to occur around or shortly after the time of ice-off (Fig. 3, Weyhenmeyer et al., 1999). The earlier spring chlorophyll peak coincided with a lower chlorophyll concentration during the spring peak. The earlier occurrence of ice-off would move the start of phytoplankton growth to days with less incoming solar radiation, a strong effect due to Lake Erken’s high latitude, and shorter, less intense winters may cause higher zooplankton concentrations at ice-off (Hebert et al., 2021), which could both partially explain the less intense spring peaks.

The climate change scenarios reveal pertinent changes in the conditions of Lake Erken towards the end of the century, including longer and stronger stratification, shorter ice cover, and absolute and relative changes in the timing of springtime events. The longer period between ice-off and the spring bloom on one hand and the onset of stratification on the other, could open up new niches for species adapted to well-mixed water columns, such as diatoms (Yang et al., 2016). Regarding summer phytoplankton dynamics, the earlier onset of stratification lengthens the period of nutrient limitation in the epilimnion and this may partially explain the lower summer chlorophyll concentrations at the end of the century, despite higher yearly average nutrient values (Jiménez-Navarro et al., 2023). Indeed, previous studies have shown that climate warming and a shifting timing of spring events may alter food web composition (Beare and McKenzie, 1999; Winder and Schindler, 2004; Thackeray et al., 2008), and that events in winter and spring can have effects well into the following summer and beyond (Straile, 2005; Hampton et al., 2017).

Methods to make future projections of ecological conditions are by definition uncertain, and the present study is no different. For example, the method of determining the timing of events was sometimes not in line with the observed data, where real
patterns are often more complex than a single peak or event. Zooplankton grazing can be an important factor for spring phytoplankton (e.g. Peeters et al., 2007b), but the simulated zooplankton could not be validated due to a lack of long-term, high-frequency zooplankton data. Moreover, scenarios of future nutrient loads were done in a simple approach (Jiménez-Navarro et al., 2023), which did not consider, for example, potential changes in land use policies. Regardless, the models showed clear signs of earlier spring events under warmer climate conditions, in line with previous studies, and the coupled setup of the catchment and lake allowed future projections that took into account the interdependency of the lake and its catchment. Changing phenology is an important aspect of ecosystems’ response to climate change and this study provides more insight into relative temporal changes between different springtime events in lakes under future climate scenarios.

Conclusions

We analysed future climate projections of the timing of spring discharge, ice-off, spring chlorophyll peak, and onset of stratification in a mesotrophic lake. While all events occurred earlier in the year under a warmer climate, there were marked changes in the relative timing of events as well, with the onset of stratification advancing slower than the other events and both the spring chlorophyll peak and ice-off advancing faster under the most severe climate scenario. Phenological changes in individual lake processes in response to climate change have been well-established, but relative changes and future projections of the timing of multiple interdependent processes in the same lake have received little attention so far. While changes in the timing of events have important consequences for ecosystems, relative changes may present a secondary, perhaps unforeseen, effect that can influence food web dynamics and lake functioning. The simulations in the present study imply that both absolute and relative changes in the timing of springtime lake events are likely to occur in response to climate warming, and that this should be considered when assessing climate change impacts on lakes.

Code and Data availability
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